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Identifying the dimensions referring to feelings 

produced by odors



Determinants of choice and preference

Sensory properties → descriptive approach

Preference → subjective consumer test

• The tradition of Sensory Evaluation

�������� This approach neglects the emotional aspectsThis approach neglects the emotional aspects



Emotions in choice and preference

Preference:  liking or disliking

Emotion: a theoretical construct that takes into account not only 

preference, but also the needs and goals of an individual at a particular 

point in time as well as the contextual and sociocultural conditions in 

which the emotion occurs.

� Odors are powerful elicitor of emotions

- Change well-being and mood by producing relaxing or stimulating sensations

(Aloui-Ismaili et al 1997 ; Ilmberger et al., 2001)

- Evoke long-forgotten emotional memories 

(Herz and Chupchik, 1992; Chu and Howes, 2000)

New paradigm including the measurement of emotional New paradigm including the measurement of emotional 

reaction to olfactory compoundsreaction to olfactory compounds



How to measure emotional reaction?
• Discrete emotion theory

(Ekman, 1984)

� Basic emotions apply rarely to complex emotions induced by odors

• Dimensional emotion theory
(Russell, 1980)

� Such a characterization loses most of the important qualitative
differences between the affective effects of different types of fragrances

Need for a new approach based on empirical dataNeed for a new approach based on empirical data

� sadness
� joy
� surprise

� anger
� fear
� disgust

Adapted from Russell et Barrett (1999)



Objective of the present research

To study the nature of verbal labels that people find most 

appropriate to describe the emotional effects of odors 

Step 1

selection of relevant affect terms to describe emotional feelings elicited by odors

Step 2

Psychometric approach to determine the dimensions differentiating 

the affective states elicited by odors

� Methodology adapted from a study investigating music-induced 
emotions (Zentner et al., 2005)



Step 1 : selection of relevant affect terms

480 candidate terms

N=217
96 Psychology students from the University of Geneva (83F/13M)

121 Employees in Firmenich (72F/49M)

“According to you, is this term relevant to describe an 
emotional experience related to odors?”

gai

protégé

excentrique

négligeant

rayonnant

tonique

discret

artificiel

innocent

excité sexuellement

musclé

nauséeux

Not relevant
at all

Extremely

relevant

Selection of 124 terms rated as the most relevant
(criteria : Terms judged as relevant by at least 66% of the participants)

73 terms 

describing affective states

60 terms 

describing odor quality



Step 2: psychometric approach

73 terms 

describing affective states

60 terms 

describing intrinsic quality of odors

Not at all Extremely

invigorated classical

Affective condition Qualitative condition

N = 38 (24F/14M)

24 odorants
(12 pleasant/12 unpleasant)

Phase 1: Naturalistic examination of a preliminary structure 

Not at all Extremely



Delicacy 
feature

Heaviness
feature

Healthiness
feature

Greediness
feature

Happiness
Well-being

Sensuality
Awe

Soothing
Peacefulness

Disgust 
irritation

Energizing
Cooling

r = .52***

r = .36***

r = .56***

r = .56***

r = .76***

Qualitative factors Affective factors

Step 2–Phase 1: Factorial structure

PCA PCAMultiple Regression

Semi-partial r



Step 2: Psychometric approach 

36 affect terms to rate for each stimulus

N = 282 participants 
(189F/93H)

56 everyday odorants

phase 2: Validation of the preliminary model

24 commercial perfumes 

N = 245 participants 
(169F/76H)



Step 2–Phase 2: Validation of the model

�The preliminary model in 5 factors fits reasonably well 

� It is significantly improved by creating a 6th factor of sensory pleasure

�Alternative models (e.g. positive vs negative affects) give rise to a lower fit

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)

0,8900,0560,9140,048Model 
5 factors

Model
2 factors

Model 

6 factors

CFIRMSEACFIRMSEA

PerfumesEveryday odorantsModel

0,046 0,924 0,052 0,892

0,068 0,829 0,062 0,845



Summary and conclusions 

• A model of olfactory emotions in 6 dimensions seems 

relevant to cover the emotional feelings elicited by odors

• This model highlights the specific role of olfaction in

social interaction, danger prevention, well-being and 

relaxing/stimulating sensations and in bringing emotional 

memories back to awareness

• This model differs from more traditional emotion models 

and thus may be more appropriate to describe odor-elicited 

emotions



Application in the food industry

pleasant feeling

sensuality

relaxation

refreshment

sensory pleasure

unpleasant feeling

strawberry A
strawberry B
strawberry C



ThankThank youyou for for youyou kindkind attention!attention!

At the poster session, come to evaluate your

emotional experience while smelling some odors!


